Modified Hepatic Venous Plane: A Key Factor for Improving Preoperative MDCT Donor Volume Prediction in Living-Donor Liver Transplantation.
The aim of this work was to present our experience using a modified hepatic venous plane in multidetector computerized tomography (MDCT) for reducing the discrepancy between preoperative liver volume estimation and intraoperative weight (IOW) measurement in living-donor liver transplantation (LDLT). We retrospectively reviewed the medical records of 57 consecutive living donors with the use of MDCT as a modality for volumetric assessment for LDLT from May 2007 to January 2015. We divided living donors into 2 groups according to surgical methods: right hepatectomy (RH) and left hepatectomy (LH). Initial liver volumetric measurement (group I) was assessed. After discussions with radiologist, the transplantation surgeon used a modified hepatic venous plane for surgical significant middle hepatic venous variants (>5 mm) in 16 living donors and applied the initial surgical plane in the remaining for the modified donor liver volumetric measurement (group II). We then compared the correlations of these 2 groups with the use of IOW. The overall correlation (r) between group I and IOW was 0.947. The correlations (r) between group I and IOW were 0.872 and 0.955 for RH and LH, respectively. Compared with group I, group II showed better correlation with IOW: r = 0.949 and 0.981 for RH and LH, respectively. The overall correlation (r) between group II and IOW was 0.980, and the error ratio was 5.95 ± 5.05%. Our study showed that using a modified hepatic venous plane in preoperative MDCT, after good communication between transplant surgeon and radiologist, can provide more accurate liver volume estimation and achieve a better correlation with IOW in LDLT.